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Until recently, Venezuela had one of the richest economies in the 
world. However, because oil funds most of their economy, when oil 
markets began to drop, Venezuela has struggled to manage its economy. 
People are growing frustrated and several violent riots have occurred.

Two different political parties are largely responsible for the 
protests. One party is the Chavistas, which embodies the policies of 
former president, Hugo Chavez. Chavistas are upset with the current 
leader, President Nicolas Maduro who belongs to the United Socialist 
Party (PSUV). 
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Country of the Month: New Zealand’s beauty amazes

Venezuelan oil market plummets, devastating economy

Taliban hostilities intensify 
by Nate White
Sports Editor

From 1979 to 1989, the Soviet Union 
attempted to invade Afghanistan. The local 
Afghani people fought back against the Sovi-
ets, creating a group called the Taliban. The 
Taliban were supplied with advanced weapons 
of destruction, and given training from the US. 
Eventually the Soviets were forced to leave the 
country. After their departure, the US militarily 
trained the Taliban, and now possessed danger-
ous weapons. When the terrorist organization 
Al-Qaeda committed the 9/11 terror attacks on 
the World Trade center and Pentagon in 2001, 
the US wanted revenge. Thus, The US invaded 
Afghanistan trying to find the people respon-
sible for the attacks. However, the Taliban did 
not accept the US invasion of their country 
because the Taliban had helped hide Al-Qaeda, 
and inevitably they waged war on the US.       

For 16 years now, the US has been fighting 
the Taliban in Afghanistan. On Aug 21, Pres-
ident Trump decided to put more US troops 
in Afghanistan. He was unspecific about the 
number of troops being added, but his decision 

    Maduro promised to continue Chavez’s policies, but he has not. 
The government under Chavez was responsible for taking advantage 
of Venezuela’s oil riches to lift the economy out of poverty.  

The opposing political party, PSUV have controlled the Venezuelan 
government for the past 18 years. Chavistas blame PSUV for taking 
away Venezuela’s democratic institutions and taking advantage of 
lower class citizens.  

President Maduro has struggled to balance the economy in 
Venezuela. Since oil accounts for nearly 95 percent of the economy, 
the income from oil has allowed the government to finance several 
social programs. However, the recent lack of oil revenue has forced 
the government to shut down these social services. Many Venezuelans 
question whether Maduro is abusing his power.  

The poor economy has also resulted in inflation. Many Vene-
zuelans are forced to skip meals because they cannot afford them. 
This has caused frustration and resulted in violent protests, forcing 
President Maduro to send his military into the streets to maintain 
order and peace.  

Last March, Venezuela’s Supreme Court dissolved the National 
Assembly and shifted all of its legislative power to itself. This means 
that all three branches of government are controlled by PSUV. Chavis-
tas were furious and began to protests against Maduro. The court 
decided to reverse its decision, but violent protests had already begun. 
The court then decided to ban all protests. If one elects to protest, 
they face five to ten years in prison. 
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New Zealand is an island chain over 2,000 miles southeast of 
Australia and full of natural wonders, rich history, and tons of sheep. 
Although it is a sort of hidden gem, New Zealand still attracts millions 
of tourists each year who enjoy its natural beauty, interesting history, 
and fun-loving culture.

The first humans living on the island, the Maori aborigines, called 
New Zealand Aotearoa, or “Land of the Long White Cloud.”  This name 
evokes a sense of mystery and beauty that encapsulates the magnif-
icent landscape of this country. From rivers that meander through 
plush green low valleys to the snow capped peaks of Mount Cook, New 
Zealand is an entire world wrapped into one conveniently small island.

 To New Zealand’s 3.2 million yearly tourists, the country has 
many attractions. One of these is the sky tower in New Zealand’s 
biggest city, Auckland. The sky tower is the largest structure in the 
southern hemisphere, and tourists can take a speedy glass elevator 328 
meters up to gaze out from the observatory deck. However, many New 
Zealanders found that looking out at the landscape was not thrilling 
enough. As a result, they constrcuted a bungee jumping platform on 
the observatory deck, which is now the destination for one of the 
most popular tourist activities in Auckland.  

New Zealand’s grand beauty and fun tourist activities are enough 

A WOOLY WONDER: Large flocks of sheep roam the beautiful open pastures of New Zealand.

to consider it a gem, but there are many other noteworthy aspects 
of this nation. Thanks to the work of Kate Sheppard, on Sept. 19, 
1893, all women in New Zealand gained suffrage. This act made New 
Zealand the first self-governing democracy to grant women voting 
rights. For her great contributions to the nation, Sheppard is now on 
the ten dollar note.   

New Zealand doesn’t only have progressive views for women’s 
suffrage, but also in the environmental realm. The nation recently 
created one of the world’s largest ocean reserves, which consists of 
15 percent of its exclusive economic zone. Here, New Zealand made 

commercial and recreational fishing as well as oil, gas, and mineral 
prospecting illegal. Basically, New Zealand forewent a lot of money 
to protect species diversity in the South Pacific. This area is home to 
three of the world’s seven sea turtle species, 35 species of whale and 
dolphin, and 150 types of fish, all of which will be well protected 
from human interference within the reserve. Nick Smith, New Zealand’s 
environment minister, stated that “New Zealand needs to use its vast 
ocean resources for jobs and exports with industries, but we also need 
to set aside special areas where nature comes first and marine life is 
fully protected.” New Zealand’s efforts to protect the environment 
continue to inspire other countries around the world.

Although New Zealand protects many of its local ecosystems, it still 
uses natural capital for financial gain. In fact, New Zealand’s wealth 
mainly comes from its natural resources. The nation is affluent due 
to its extensive forestry, mining, agriculture and horticulture. Sur-
prisingly, raising sheep for wool and meat is another very lucrative 
business in New Zealand, and as a result, the sheep outnumber humans 
seven to one. Visirs can easily spot the ridicous population of sheep in 
the countryside; they are everywhere and often saunter into the road 
in endless streams, causing traffic jams. However, tourists find these 
sheep amusing, and the commonness of livestock perfectly displays 
the quaintness of New Zealand.
(Sources: The Guardian, NZ History) 
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WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN: Venezuela’s high revenues have dropped with oil prices.
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On Sept. 11, reinforcements arrived in Syria to 
aid the Syrian military in recapturing the city of 
Deir Ezzor. The city lies in the Deir Ezzor Province 
in Eastern Syria; ISIS forces had held it under siege 
for the past three years. Prior to Sept. 11, the 
Syrian government only controlled forty percent 
of the city. Although the government controls this 
area, ISIS is still keeping the region under siege. 
The oilfields in the Deir Ezzor Province provide a 
steady income to ISIS, and they have long relied 
on them in order to maintain their control. A shift 
in power in this area would allow for a crucial gain 
in the fight against ISIS. 

The Syrian military received more equipment, 
fighters, and vehicles to allow them to execute 
the attacks they had been planning. Russian and 
US-backed forces also came to help the Syrian 
military push forward into the region. Together, 
the forces are using air strikes targeted at areas 
surrounding Deir Ezzor to allow them to attack 
the eastern part of the city controlled by ISIS. The 
attack on Sept. 11 hit an area 14 kilometers outside 
of the boundaries of the city, and 19 citizens died 
in the attack. 

SILENT BUT DEADLY: Georgian soldiers wait patiently.

After this attack the Syrian government now 
controls fifty percent of the city, allowing it to be 
considered a successful advance against ISIS. 

In addition, the US-backed Syrian Democratic 
Forces, or SFD, are also working to recapture land 
from ISIS control. They work in an area east of 
the Euphrates River, in the Deir Ezzor province, 
but not the city. On Sept. 9, the SFD decided to 
move forward with their attacks, and so far their 
operations have been successful, with a total gain 
of 250 square kilometers. 

The latest offensive moves against ISIS have 
advanced the group’s slow gain of land in Syria. 
Syrian, Russian, US, and other forces have been 
working together for months to push ISIS forces 
out of areas they once controlled. In August, 
Iraqi security forces surrounded the city of Tal 
Afar, and officially liberated it on Aug. 31, 2017. 
Additionally, the SDF now controls roughly two 
thirds of the Old City of Raqqa. Raqqa was used as 
an administrative headquarters for ISIS, and was 
another crucial gain against them. 

Although the SDF and Syrian Military are 
already successful, they continue to plan more 
attacks and make advances on ISIS forces. 
(Sources: Al-Jazeera, CNN, NYTimes) 

ISIS loses territory in Syria 
raised tensions with the Taliban. Subsequently, 
Taliban representative Zabiullah Mujahid had 
claimed that if the troops are not withdrawn, 
Afghanistan will become a “graveyard” for  
the US.

With tensions already high between the US 
and the Taliban, they became worse following 
an offensive US leaflet. On September 5, the 
US military distributed leaflets to many houses 
in the Parwan Province of Afghanistan. The 
leaflets contained a lion representing the US 
attacking a dog. The dog is seen as a disgraceful 
animal in Islamic culture. The Taliban flag was 
incorporated in the message, as it was wrapped 
around the dog. The flag contained the shahada, 
a very sacred Islamic text. Thus, many Muslims 
were irate and offended by this message; the 
US military recognized its mistake, and quickly 
apologized profusely. However, the Taliban took 
the matters into its own hands when a suicide 
bomber injured four people at the US Bagram 
Air Base on Sept 6.

On Sept 11, 2017, the Taliban reminded 
the US troops why they came to Afghanistan 
originally. A Taliban suicide bomber loaded 
with a vehicle full of explosives bombed a NATO 
convoy. The attack wounded a few foreign 
troops, as well as civilians, but the injuries were 
not life-threatening, according to a statement 
from District Governor, Abdul Shukor Qudosi. 
However, the Taliban claims it took 13 American 
lives, while wounding 11 and destroying three 
armored vehicles.

Through 16 years of violence and mass kill-
ing, both sides refuse to abandon their values 
from the start. 
(Sources: New York Time, History, BBC News)
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DUST AND DEVASTATION: The efforts to push ISIS out of Syria have led to the mass destruction of buildings and homes.  
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Venezuelans are currently dealing with food and medicine 
shortages, blackouts, increasing crime and unemployment rates, and 
several other issues. People are working 12 hours a day for only 15 
dollars a month. Many Venezuelans are trying to leave the country, 
but cannot afford it.  

The amount of emigrants leaving Venezuela has doubled in the 
past year. Most are migrating west to Colombia. Colombia has received 
348,312 immigrants from Venezuela since 2012. Overall, people 
are frustrated how a promising economy has drastically fallen in  
recent years.
(Sources: BBC, CNN, Money)  

ROLLING HILLS: Venezuela has prospered for years and faces only recent challenges.
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